Abstract: Nonclassical states of light eld have been exploited to provide marvellous results in quantum information science. Usefulness of nonclassical states in quantum information science depends on whether a physical parameter as a signal is continuous or discrete. Here we present an investigation of the potential of quasi Bell states of entangled coherent states in quantum reading of the classical digital memory which was pioneered by Pirandola (Phys.Rev. Lett.,106,090504,2011). This is a typical example of discrimination for discrete quantum parameters. We show that the quasi Bell state gives the error free performance in the quantum reading that cannot be obtained by any classical state.
Introduction
In estimating a physical unknown parameter of a quantum system, one prepares a probe light with several quantum states. To reduce the uncertainty, one can take N identical measures and average the results of those measures [1] . These strategies are very attractive in quantum metrology, and many applications to the modern information technology have been examined [2] .
The signals in almost all of the information devices are digital and the decision problem is a major subject. However, when one considers a quantum measurement of the classical signal of quantum systems, one needs to take into account the quantum noise e ect in the measurement of the observable. In general, limitations in the precision or error to discriminate the quantum states are imposed by such quantum noises. The nonclassical e ect may become *Corresponding Author: Osamu Hirota: Quantum ICT Research Institute, Tamagawa University, 6-1-1, Tamagawa Gakuen, Machida 194-8610 Tokyo, Japan, E-mail: hirota@lab.tamagawa.ac.jp e ective in digital signal rather than continuous signal as in the classical information science.
In early 2011, a basic model of reading scheme was discussed in the context of quantum information [3] , employing the theory of the binary quantum states discrimination [4] . This model was followed in other work [5] . Furthermore it was extended to the general information theoretical model [6] .
It may be a logical consequence to discuss the above application of quantum information science. In this context, one of the key properties which make a state nonclassical is entanglement. The quasi Bell state based on entangled coherent states has the potential for perfect entanglement [7] , and its applications to quantum teleportation and computation have been discussed [8, 9, 10, 11] . Furthermore, the feasibility and experimental demonstration [12] of such states have been reported.
Thus, we are concerned with applications of the quasi Bell state of entangled coherent states to quantum reading where various new technologies can emerge. In this paper, we show the fact that one of properties of the quasi Bell state may provide the error free quantum reading of classical digital memory.
Theoretical evaluation of physical limitation and Quasi Bell states . Ultimate limitation in quantum measurement
A general theory evaluating the performance of the measurement in classical and quantum systems is "communication theory" including estimation and decision. We can divide the issue of the theoretical limit on the ultimate sensitive measurement into signals of continuous parameter and discrete parameter. The former clari es the precision of the measurement observable itself like amplitude or phase, and the latter clari es the minimum error performance of the decision of hypothesis for signals in the radar or weak external force.
The quantum Cramér-Rao inequality has been formulated [4, 13, 14, 15] , in which the bound is asymptotically achieved by the maximum likelihood estimator as well as the classical estimation theory. Here let ρ(θ) be the density operator of the system. The estimation bound is given as follows: First, the following operator equation is de ned as
where A is called the symmetric logarithmic derivative, which is a self-adjoint operator. Then the bound is given by
where
is called the quantum Fisher information. The above inequality de nes the principally smallest possible uncertainty in estimation of the value of parameter. One can see more general and extended arguments in [16] .
On the other hand, in the radar detection or weak force detection, the problem is whether the signal exists or not. The formulation of the ultimate decision performance is called quantum detection theory [4, 13] . Especially, for the binary quantum state discrimination, the limitation can be evaluated as follows [4] :
where {ξ i } is a priori probability of quantum states {ρ i } of the system, {Π i } is the decision operator, respectively. In the case of pure states, the optimum solution is
.
Quasi Bell state of entangled coherent states
In general, the Bell states consist of four orthogonal states. However, the four entangled states based on nonorthogonal states are called quasi Bell states. The speci c example is the following states based on coherent states:
where {h i } are constants for normalization:
, and where α| − α = κ and −α|α = κ * .
Some of these quasi Bell states are not orthogonal to each other. Here, if κ = κ * , then the Gram matrix of them becomes very simple as follows:
where D = κ +κ . Let us employ the entanglement of formation as the degree of entanglement. The degrees of entanglement for quasi Bell states becomes as follows:
= − + C log
where C ij = | Ψ i |Ψ j |, and we have the special property such as E(|Ψ ) = E(|Ψ ) = [7] . Thus |Ψ and |Ψ have the perfect entanglement. These are called H-states by S.J.van Enk.
Speci c Model of quantum reading
The term of quantum reading was pioneered by Pirandola [3] . Here, we can consider two types of quantum reading scheme of a classical digital memory. These are "Amplitude shift keying (ASK)" and "Phase shift keying (PSK)", respectively.
The problem in the current proposal of the quantum reading is to discriminate quantum channels or quantum states a ected by the di erent re ections r and r to one of two modes [3, 5] . This corresponds to the model of the ASK scheme. If the re ection coe cients are r = and r << , it imposes a great energy loss e ect. The typical systems in quantum information science su er the degradation from the energy loss e ect. If one employs the nonclassical state in the above model, the loss e ect has to be taken into account.
On the other hand, PSK scheme as a reading mechanism of the classical digital memory does not su er a loss e ect. We will employ the PSK scheme such that the memory on the classical disk consists of the at and concave which correspond to " " and " ", respectively. This type of memory has been invented in the beginning of the 1980's, employing a Gas laser with high coherence as the light source. Although, later, its scheme was replaced with ASK by employing a laser diode with low coherence, recently PSK scheme is revived by laser diode with high coherence based on the phenomena of re ection wave injection in laser diodes [17] .
The di erence between the two schemes is not important in the case of classical states, but exhibit signi cant di erences in the case of nonclassical states. Here, the desirable scheme is the PSK scheme, because one can describe the phase shift by an unitary operator as follows:
where a and a † are the annihilation and creation operators for bosonic systems, respectively. Here, the phase factor θ is set as between 0 and 2π. The reading method in the current PSK scheme is to illuminate the laser light (coherent state) on a disk, and to read the phase di erence. That is, the signal states of light to discriminate are
where I is the identity operator.
Error free quantum reading
Let us consider the detection problem of the above model. Here we restrict the problem to the binary detection. So detection targets are two quantum states. Since the phase difference will be π, the problem is to read the phase shift π from the steady state or input state. The coherent states are prepared in the current classical memory, and the target signal model becomes as follows:
If one employs the conventional homodyne receiver to discriminate the above quantum states, the limitation is imposed by so called quantum shot noise limit. So this is the standard quantum limit in the modern information technology. On the other hand, in the commercial system based on the injection back e ect [17] to a laser diode to detect the phase delay of the re ection from a disk, the sensitivity is inferior to a homodyne receiver. However, in general, it is reasonable to employ a quantum optimum receiver in order to overcome the standard quantum measurement which is achieved by a homodyne receiver. In this case, from Eq.(4), the limitation depends on the inner product between two quantum states. For example, the inner product of two coherent states is
Let us assume that |Ψ of quasi Bell states in Eq. (5) is employed as the light source, and the B mode is illuminated to a memory disk. The re ection e ect U B (θ) operates on B mode, so the channel model is
Then, the target states become as follows:
Thus, the input state |Ψ ( ) = |Ψ is changed to |Ψ ( ) = |Ψ . The inner product between the above two entangled coherent states in the quasi Bell state is
That is, the inner product becomes zero, and it is independent of the energy of light source. This is a property of the quasi Bell state. To check this special property, one can examine the di erent phase shift as follows:
where θ ≠ π. Finally, let us employ the quantum optimum receiver for the binary pure state of two modes. The ultimate detection performances of systems with the coherent state (C) and quasi Bell state of entangled coherent states (ECS) are given, respectively, as follows:
Thus, one can see that the property of the quasi Bell state provides an attractive improvement, and this property can be obtained only by the combination of the nonclassical state and the quantum optimum receiver. Although there are many nonclassical states, almost all are not changed from the input state to the orthogonal state to the original input state just by re ection. So we interpret that such an e ectiveness of the quasi Bell state comes from the special phenomena on entanglement based on non-orthogonal states, which is a feature of quasi Bell states.
Conclusion
In quantum metrology, an entangled coherent state could be applicable to many super sensitive measurements. But, there is an attractive improvement especially in the discrete quantum state discrimination rather than continuous variable quantum state. We have examined the potential of the entangled coherent states with a perfect entanglement in quasi Bell state for a well known quantum reading issue, and shown that it provides the error free quantum reading under the nite energy of a light source. In the future, we will challenge to the issue of continuous variable quasi Bell states [18] .
